“Look Before You Jump” Part 1
There is nothing wrong in asking God to reveal to you the heart of a man or a woman.

Be on the lookout for people with evil intentions and do not jump into anything with them because they may stab you in the back.
Avoid jumping into relationships with people who don’t take you seriously. Most scoffers are corrupt people. Corrupt people will eventually pay a price for their wrong and you don’t want to be involved when that happens.
Be on the lookout and cling to the people or things which make your heart merry and built up your countenance. Be on the lookout and avoid people or things which will bring you sorrow just to break your spirit.
People who seek knowledge and have understanding of things are the type of people you would want to jump into something with. Why because they can help you understand a few things you are unaware of.

On the other hand avoid fools.
Be on the lookout & avoid jumping into situations which will bring you affliction.

Affliction is pain and suffering whether it be emotionally, mentally or physically.
Avoid stressing yourself with stuff that perhaps you can’t handle
Stop trying to jump into circles where there isn’t any love, of God and for you
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